Flatline (The Trauma Series Book 2)
Murder. Deceit. Revenge. Within the walls of the prestigious Lincoln Hospital in New York City, a hunter awaits. A man with a thirst for blood and an appetite for vengeance. Dr. Cian O’Reilly, the city’s most respected cardiovascular surgeon, is living a double life, one bathed in torture and mayhem as he delivers final justice to the city’s most heinous criminals. When a new influx of physicians joins the rotation, the struggle for anonymity intensifies as a nosy reporter inches closer to the truth about Cian’s true identity. In a dangerous game of kill or be killed, no one is safe and everyone is a potential victim. A romance blossoming on the premise of murder. An escaped killer on the loose. A traitor in the midst intent on bringing them all down. Lincoln Hospital. Where the cure can be your worst nightmare. Warning: Contains violence and graphic situations not suitable for readers under the age of eighteen. This is the second book in the "Dexter" meets "Grey’s Anatomy" series and ends on a cliffhanger. All books must be read in order to follow the series.
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Customer Reviews
I received an advance reader copy of this book in exchange for an honest review. The opinions in
this review are my own. I enjoyed this book as I was reading so I decided to purchase my own copy as well. Cassia Brightmore has continued to create a wonderfully paced story with this book in Cian O’Reilly’s saga. I really enjoy the character of Athena and she continues to go through so much in this book. I found both Cian and Athena to be easy to relate as characters in this story. Cassia Brightmore really likes to keep her readers on edge and waiting for plot twists, turns and surprises. This book had the romance, the passion, the mystery and the gruesome horror. This reader felt it was the perfect read and well in keeping with Cassia’s style of writing. There were so many very descriptive and vivid scenes where Cassia really showed us readers, rather than just telling. The other characters in the book are just as well written and important to the plot as the main characters. The way the other characters are written is part of what keeps Cassia’s readers guessing as to where the action is going next. This reader cannot wait to find out more about some of those other characters in further books. I recommend this book to others that are looking for something good to read.

Vengeance is mine saith Dr. Cian Oâ™Reilly. But while he has been serving retribution against those deserving of it someone else has been planning their own punishment against him. Flatline picks up where the first book ended, with surgical intern and now Cian’s lover Athena Payne joining in on his quest to rid the city of evil. As these two embark in their secret melt the sheets romance and fall in love they dont realize that they are being watched and their doom being set in motion. This series is addicting with its unique concept and thrilling story line. What kills is the killer cliffhanger we are left with. Did not see that coming. I fear what the next book will bring but anxiously await the next book.

Wow, what did I just read. I am in awe and shock with that ending.. This second installment of the Lincoln Hospital series allowed us readers to know the characters more intimately (ahem). the interns are still competing with each other for the juicier cases. A new sexy doctor is introduced and we get more insight into Cian’s hunts and Dane’s plans. I had my own inner musical score going through my head as I read it. I could sense the tension and the buildup to horror, but there were sweet moments intertwined with hot sex. Another great book by Cassia. Plan to join the/a support group after you have read it because you will need to talk to someone about it when you are done. HIGHLY RECOMMEND!

Once again I’m in awe of how well Cassia Brightmore keeps the reader on the edge of thier seats.
I'm going to need therapy after reading this next installment of The Trauma Series. Dr. Cian is back and he's still bringing the bad guys to justice with his vigilantly form of Justice. Now his lover has become part of his team. Can Athena handle the dark side to Cian or will it destroy them? Will Athena surpass Cian in her need to bring justice to the awful criminals? The book was hot, sexy, twisty, and full of intrigue. Cassia Brightmore keeps the reader fully engaged in this book right up to the draw dropping conclusion. HFS she better get the third book out soon or I may use my inner Dr. Cian on her.

This is the second book in this series . The readers get reacquainted with Cian and Athena. They save lives and take lives away. I was so impressed with Cassia ability to bring out so many emotions in her characters. The roller coaster of everything. You do need to start with Lincoln Hospital to understand what is happening. Start today if you want a exciting adventure. Each one gets better and better. The reader might just have to wait for the HEA though. Each word and action keeps us guessing what will come next. Can't wait for more!!!!!!!!!!

Wow, wow, wow!! Where do I start... Cassia has done it again; from her disturbed mind comes the second thrilling instalment of Lincoln Hospital. I'm still processing how I feel after reading this gem of a book... It had me hooked from the start the characters are so dark, sexy and engaging! The story had so many twists and turns as it built up to a climatic ending that has me still reeling! I cannot recommend this book and author enough... I will be waiting on baited breath for book 3.

Cassia did it again. Omg. I can't even believe what this book did to me while I was reading it. I was so tied in delicious knots I can't even properly describe it. Without giving any spoilers it is difficult to properly review this book. It is a must read. Every twisted delicious second all the way to the maddening end was worth the loss of sleep. I will say there is a cliffy in this book. I laid on the edge of the bed the entire time I was reading it. I am still in shock days later. Way to go Cassia!!!!!

Oh My God!!!!! She did it again!!!!! I was on the edge of my seat through this whole book!!! The twists and turns, holy cow!!!! No one suspense like Cassia Brightmore!!! And that ending!!!! GRRRRR...... Biting my nails waiting for the next one!!!
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